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Simulated data were used to investigate the performance of modified versions of the Mantel-Haenszel
method of differential item functioning (DIF) analysis
in computerized adaptive tests (CATs). Each simulated
examinee received 25 items from a 75-item pool. A
three-parameter logistic item response theory (IRT)
model was assumed, and examinees were matched on
expected true scores based on their CAT responses and
estimated item parameters. The CAT-based DIF statistics
were found to be highly correlated with DIF statistics
based on nonadaptive administration of all 75 pool items
and with the true magnitudes of DIF in the simulation.
Average DIF statistics and average standard errors also

examined for items with various characteristics.
a study was conducted of the accuracy with
which the modified Mantel-Haenszel procedure could
identify CAT items with substantial DIF using a classification system now implemented by some testing
programs. These additional analyses provided further
evidence that the CAT-based DIF procedures performed
well. More generally, the results supported the use of
IRT-based matching variables in DIF analysis. Index
were

Finally,

adaptive testing, computerized adaptive testing, differential item functioning, item bias, item response theory.
terms:

Many large-scale testing programs are now piloting or implementing computerized adaptive tests (CATS).
These include the Scholastic Assessment Tests (SAT), the Graduate Record Examinations (GRE), the College
Board Computerized Placement Tests, Praxis (successor to the NTE teacher assessment), and NCLEX (the
licensure exam of the National Council of State Boards of Nursing), all developed by Educational Testing
Service (ETS) and its client organizations; the COMPASS placement tests produced by the American College
Testing Program; the Differential Aptitude Tests published by the Psychological Corporation; and the Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB).
The item responses collected from an examinee in a CAT may be a small fraction of the data that would have
been collected in a corresponding nonadaptive test. Furthermore, the items received by each examinee are a
nonrandom subset of the available pool of items. The introduction of CATS requires, therefore, that new
approaches be developed for analyzing item properties, including differential item functioning (DIF).
The present study investigated whether simple noniterative DIF analysis methods can accommodate the
data collected in a CAT. There are two reasons that DIF detection may be more important for CATS than it is for
nonadaptive tests. First, because fewer items are administered in a CAT, each item response plays a more
important role in the examinee’s test score than it would in a nonadaptive testing format. Any flaw in an item,
therefore, may be more consequential for the examinee. Second, administration of a test by computer creates
several potential sources of DIF that are not present in conventional tests, such as differential computer
familiarity, facility, and anxiety, and differential preferences for computerized administration. (See Powers
& &reg;’~IeiIl, 1992, for a review of literature on this topic.) Legg &
Buhr (1992) and Schaeffer, Reese, Steffen,
and
&
Mills
ethnic
differences
in some of these attributes. Their
McKinley,
(I993) reported
gender group
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findings suggest that attitudes toward computer testing may be surprisingly complex. For example, Schaeffer
et al. found that Asian test-takers were most likely to have a computer available at home and were most
likely to report that using the computer mouse was very easy. Yet both Schaeffer et al. and Legg & Buhr
found that Asian examinees were more likely than any other ethnic group to state that they preferred paperand-pencil to computerized administration.
Method

This study was an evaluation of the feasibility of conducting DIF analyses using modified versions of the
Mantel-Haenszel ( Mantel & Haenszel, 1959) approach of Holland &
Thayer (1988) and the standardization method of Dorans &
Kulick (1986). (Results of the standardization approach, which closely paralleled the MH findings, are discussed in Zwick, Thayer, & Wingersky, 1993.) Responses to three different
pools of 75 items were simulated. In Pool 1, the items had no DIF; in Pool 2, the items had DIF that was
uncorrelated with item difficulty; and in Pool 3, the items had DIF that was correlated with item difficulty. DIF
analyses are typically based on two groups-the group of primary interest, or focal group, and the group to
which the focal group is compared (the reference group). The only kind of DIF that was investigated here was
a difference in item difficulty for the reference and focal groups, often called uniform DIF. The distance between
reference and focal group means and the sample sizes for the two groups were varied, as were the DIF status of
the items and the item difficulties and discriminations.
Using a CAT algorithm based on item information, each simulee (simulated examinee) was assigned 25
items from one of the three pools of 75 items. For DIF analysis, simulees were matched on the expected
true score for the entire 75-item pool, computed using estimated trait (0) values from the 25 CAT items
and estimated item parameters [an approach suggested by Steinberg, Thissen, & Wainer (1990)].
To disentangle the effects of assigning items using the CAT algorithm and matching simulees on expected true score, a &dquo;nonadaptive control&dquo; analysis was conducted in which the matching variable for DIF
analysis was the expected true score computed using a 0 estimate based on responses to all 75 pool items.
The results of this analysis were compared to the results obtained by matching on the CAT-based expected
true score and to results obtained by matching on number-correct score, as in conventional MH analysis.
Simulation Procedures
The

guiding principle

in

developing

the simulation

design was

to aim for

some

reasonable

compromise

approach that was realistic (in that it reflected the properties of an actual CAT) and one that was
simple enough to yield useful, interpretable results. The design of the simulation had three main components:

between

an

determination of the &dquo;administration&dquo; conditions, definition of the
fication of the parameters of the CAT pool items.

properties of the simulated CAT, and speci-

Administration Conditions
18 datasets were created, each corresponding to a CAT administration. The administrations were defined
three
factors: the properties of the item pool (3 levels), the 0 distributions of the focal group (3 levels),
by
and the sample sizes (2 levels). The properties of the resulting 18 datasets are summarized in Table 1.
Item pools. Pool 1 had no DIF. The purpose of Pool 1 was to allow investigation of the functioning of
the DIF methods in the null case. Any conclusion of DIF for this pool would constitute a Type I error. Two
types of DIF pools were included. Pool 2 had DIF that was uncorrelated with reference group item difficulty
bR, and Pool 3 had DIF that was positively correlated with bR. The reason for investigating the effect of a
correlation between DIF and difficulty is that estimates of item difficulty and DIF have been found to be
positively related to an appreciable degree for some pairs of examinee groups (e.g., Kulick & Hu, 1989).
The bR, item discrimination (a), and pseudo-guessing (c) parameters were the same across all three pools of
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Table 1
F

and Item Pool for
the 18 Administration Conditions

Group Distribution, N,

DIF properties varied.
0 distributions. There were three focal group 0 distributions: 1V(-1,1), N (0, 1), and N (.5, 1). In each
case, the reference group had a N (0,1) distribution. The differences between reference and focal group
means were selected to be representative of group differences encountered in ETS DIF analyses.
Group sample size conditions. Two sample size conditions were included: I~IR 500, tVF = 500, and
~IR = 900, NF = 100, where NR and lilF are the sample sizes for the reference (R) and focal (F) groups,
respectively. These sample size conditions were selected to be similar to those that occur in ETS analyses.

items; only the

=

’

CAT Simulation
The 25 CAT item responses were generated with the three-parameter logistic model (3PLM) item response
function (IRF; l3irnbaurn, 1968), using the true item parameters and 0 values. (To allow additional analysis,
simulee responses also were generated for all of the pool items not administered in the CAT.) As described
below, DIF was simulated by causing the bs for the reference and focal groups to differ on certain items.
The CAT simulation was designed as a simplified version of actual CATS being developed at ETS. The CAT
algorithm, which is based on the approach of Lord (1977), selected as the next item to be administered the
most informative item at the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of 0 computed from the items already
administered (see Lord, 1980, p. 72, for the definition of item information). Estimates of item information
and simulee 6 values were computed using estimated item parameters.
The study used a fixed-length CAT of 25 items, similar in length to a single section of the SAT and GRE
CATS. The size of each pool was set at 75 items, which is smaller than a typical CAT pool, to ensure that most
items would be administered. Even with this small pool, four items were never administered because, at
every 0 level, there were at least 25 items that were more informative.
In a process similar to that used in actual CATS, the first item administered was selected randomly from
the four most informative items at 0 = 0. The second item was selected randomly from the three most
informative items at a 0 of either - 2 or +2, depending on whether the first item was answered incorrectly
~
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correctly, respectively. A simulee continued to receive the most informative item at a 0 of - 2 or + 2 until
one correct and one incorrect answer was produced. At that point, the MLE of 0 was computed. Each
subsequent item was selected to be the most informative item at the simulee’s MLE of 0 (provided that it had
not already been given to that simulee). 0 was reestimated by maximum likelihood following each item
response. Simulees for whom finite 0 estimates could not be computed were assigned 0 values of -10 and
+10 for all-incorrect and all-correct, respectively, and -- 5 and + 5 for other patterns that did not produce
or

at least

finite estimates.
Item Parameters

Within each of the 18 conditions, a and bR were varied, as well as the item DIF parameters representing the degree to which the reference and focal group bs differed. Multivariate normal distributions
(one for each pool) were used to model the joint distribution of the DIF and item parameters, with a natural
log transformation applied to the a parameter. Item parameter estimates from actual admissions test
datasets were used to determine the marginal means and standard deviations (SDS) of the item parameters.
The mean and SD were set to (-.15, .30) for ln(ca) and (0,. 15) for bR. To simplify the simulation, c was set
equal to .15 for all items.
Marginal mean and SD of the d distribution. ’The Dt~ para~etcr for itemj was defined as d~ = i? ~ - g~ .
Therefore, a’value of d greater than 0.0 implied that an item was easier for the focal group than for the
reference group; d less than 0.0 implied that the item was more difficult for the focal group. In Pool 1 (no
DIF), the mean and 3D of d were 0.0. The determination of the distribution of d in Pools 2 and 3 was based
on both theoretical and empirical findings on the relation of the MH-based DIF statistic, M~;,_DI~, to d

(Holland &

Thayer, 1988).
Donoghue, Holland, & Thayer (1993) used the work of Holland & Thayer (1988) to show that, under
the following Rasch model assumptions, MHD-DlF (see Equations 1 and 2 below) provides an estimate of
4ad: ( 1 ) within each of the groups (R and F), the IRFs follow the Rasch model (obtained by Cj = 0
for all items and aj = ca for all items); (2) the matching variable is the number-correct score based on all
items, including the item under analysis, referred to as the studied item; and (3) the items have the same
IRFs for the reference and focal groups (i.e.,
~ = bfF = bj), with the possible exception of the studied item.
When Assumptions 1-3 do not hold, the population odds ratios will not, in general, be constant across
number-correct score levels (see Zwick, 1990).
Therefore, for the 3PLM, it is not possible to derive a general expression for the quantity estimated by
MHo-OIl&dquo; To provide a basis for selecting an appropriate marginal mean and SD of d for Pools 2 and 3, the
regression of MHo-OJF on ad was examined for several sets of simulated data. The multiplicative constants
were found to be close to 3.0 and the additive constants were approximately 0.0. Using this result, a mean of
0 and sD of .3 for d were selected to produce realistic distributions of MH D-DIF Because of the theoretical
finding that MHD-DIF is proportional to ad in the Rasch case, and the empirical finding that MHD-OIF was
approximately proportional to ad in this 3PLM simulation, true DIF was defined as ad in interpreting the
results of this study.
lntercorrelations among item and DIF parameters. Intercorrelations were determined partly by the
specified properties of Pools 1, 2, and 3 and partly by the observed correlations in the admissions test data
(using MH D-DIF as a proxy for d). Pool 1 had no DIF, so d was uncorrelated with and with bR. By
design, d also was uncorrelated with bR in Pool 2, which corresponds to findings for male-female DIF in
Kulick &
Hu (1989) and in the admissions test data. The correlation of b~ and d for Pool 3 was set equal
to .40, which is representative of the observed correlations for white-black and white-Asian DIF analyses.
In all three pools, the correlation of In(a) and d was set to 0.0 and the correlation of ln(ca) and b~ was set
to .40.
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Discretized multivariate normal approach. To facilitate the summarization and interpretation of results, intervals were defined around the following desired values of ln(ca), bR, and d:
l. ln(a): -.3 and 0.0 (corresponding to a values of .74 and 1);
2. b~: -1.95, -1.3, -.65, 0.0, .65,1.3, and 1.95; and
3. d: -.70, -.35, 0, .35, and .70 in Pools 2 and 3; d = 0 for all items in Pool 1.
The probabilities from the multivariate normal distribution for the pool in question were used to assign
probabilities to the cells of the 2 x 7 x 5 contingency table corresponding to these In(a), bR, and cl combinations. Marginal probabilities for a and bR were constrained to be the same for all three pools. The cell
probabilities were multiplied by the desired number of items for the pool and then rounded to integer values.
The a, bR, and d parameters for the three pools of items are given in Table 2.
Item parameter estimation for the CAT. The item parameter estimates used for coxnputing item information and 0 estimates were obtained through an analogue to a paper-and-pencil test administration.
A sample of 2,000 simulees was administered all 75 items, and the LOGIST program (Wingersky, 1983;
Wingersky, Patrick, & Lord, 1988) was used to estimate the a, b, and c parameters. Because 2,000 is a
typical sample size for such calibrations, this approach allowed for the incorporation of a realistic amount
of estimation error. The estimated a, b, and c parameters are given in Zwick, Thayer, &
Wingersky

(1993).
To allow comparisons across simulation conditions, a single set of item parameter estimates was used.
Because it was not possible to define a calibration sample that included members of all three focal groups
in a manner that was realistic or useful, only members of the reference population were included in the
calibration. Therefore, the obtained estimates of item information functions and simulee Bs were based on
an incorrect (no DIF) model for the focal group. This closely approximates the situation that arises in
actual testing situations when the true IRFs are different for the two groups, but the focal group constitutes
only a small proportion of the calibration sample. In this case, item parameter estimates are, for all
practical purposes, estimates of the reference group parameters.
an~~~&reg;~~~ns~~l DIF

Analysis

In the MH method (Holland Thayer, 1988), examinees are first grouped on the basis of a matching
variable that is intended to be a measure of the ability of interest. In many DIF applications, the matching variable is the number-correct score on the test in which the studied item is embedded. The score on
the studied item, group membership (R or F), and the value of the matching variable for each examinee
define a 2 x 2 x K cross-classification of examinee data, where K is the number of levels of the matching variable. Assume that there are Tk examinees at the kth level of the matching variable. Of these, I~Rz,
are in the R group and
Npk are in the F group. Of the NR, R group members, 1~k answered the studied item
correctly and did not. Similarly, ~’~. of the A~p. matched F group members answered the studied item
correctly, whereas did not. The MH measure of DIF then can be defined as

where

6~

is the

MH

conditional odds-ratio estimator

In Equation 1, the transformation

Thayer,

1985). The minus

sign

given by

of âMI-! places MH D-DIF on the ETS delta scale of item difficulty (Holland &

makes 1~~,~_DIF

negative when the item is more difficult for members of the
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True Values of ca,
~

~

bR,

Table 2
and d Parameters for Item Pools 1, 2, and 3
( d = 0.0 in Pool 1)
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Table

True Values of a,

2, continued

bR, and d Parameters for Item Pools 1, 2,
(d 0.0 in Pool 1)

and 3

=

F group than it is for

comparable

based on work by Robins, Breslow, &
&

Thayer (1988)

where

members of the R group. An estimated standard error (SE) for MH D-DIF
Greenland (1986) and Phillips & Holland (1987), is given in Holland
I

as

Var[ln(ÔtMH)] is estimated by
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The MH X2 test of the null hypothesis of no DIF was not examined here.
The matching variable for the DIF analysis of the CAT-administered items was obtained by ( 1 ) obtaining
the simulee’s MLE of 0, based on the responses to the 25 CAT items; and (2) using this MLE, along with the
estimated item parameters, to compute an expected true score on all pool items by summing the 75 values
of the estimated IRFs at
That is, the matching variable was

6CAT,

75 A
A

Expected true score based on CAT

=

7s ~ (8 CAT)’

(7)

j=l

where
whose

is the MLE of 0 based on the CAT items. Examinees
one-unit interval were considered matched.

is an estimate of the 3PLM IRF, and OCAT
expected true

scores

fell in the

same

Size Conditions
It

was not

a

fixed

clear how best to define sample size for purposes of data simulation and analysis. If groups
sample size were drawn and the CAT administered, the sample sizes per item would have a very
large range. For example, in Conditions 3 and 4 (see Table 1 ), the range of item sample sizes for the F
group was from 0 to 5 g,13~ (out of a total sample of 60,000). Because the goal was to investigate the
behavior of DIF statistics for specific sample sizes, it would not have been useful to simply analyze the
available data for each item. Therefore, several other approaches were considered.
Initially, an attempt was made to generate enough data to meet or exceed the target item sample sizes for
all conditions. This required at least 900 R group members, as well as at least 500 members of each of the
three F groups for each of the three pools (see Table 1). To achieve this goal for most items required generating 60,000 simulees for the R group and for each of the nine F distribution x item pool combinations. Even
with 60,000 cases, five items with the lower value of a and medium or high values of bR yielded a sample
size of less than 500 for at least one pool-group combination. (This is in addition to the four items that were
never administered.) To assess the variability of DIF results, two replications per condition were conducted.
Examination of the DIF results from this approach showed that the variability of the DIF statistics was
large enough to prevent a useful characterization of the behavior of the statistics, even after averaging
across two replications. Simulating additional CAT results was undesirable, however, because of the cost
of data generation. Several resampling approaches that would have yielded multiple estimates of each

of

statistic were considered, but none seemed ideal.
The approach that was ultimately selected was as follows: For each item, all the available CAT data (out
of a maximum of 60,000 responses per group) were used to form the 2 (item response) x 2 (group) x K
(level of the matching variable) contingency table needed for DIF analysis. The table frequencies then
were converted to proportions of the total number of observations for the group in question. Using these
proportions as estimates of the population probabilities associated with the 4 x K cells for the relevant
configuration of conditions, expected tables for the target sample sizes were obtained by multiplying the
probability estimates for focal group cells by the desired F group sample size and then doing the same for
the R group cells. Next, DIF statistics and SEs were computed, based on the expected tables, for all 18
conditions.
As a simple example of this expected table (ET) approach, consider the following hypothetical results
for a single item, assuming that there are only two levels of the matching variable. First, use all available
data for the item to construct a 2 x 2 x 2 frequency table (because A&dquo; ==2 here). Then divide the cell
frequencies for the R group by the total number of R group examinees, and divide the frequencies for the
F group by the total number of F group examinees. This produces a 2 x 2 x 2 table of estimated probabilities (see Table 3).
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Table 3

Probability

and

Target Values for the Expected Table Approach

Now suppose that target tables are needed for the I~R = 9009 NF = 100 condition. The R group probabilities are multiplied by 900 and the F group probabilities are multiplied by 00, producing a target
table for use in DIF analysis (see Table 3).
MH* D_DIF and SE* denote DIF statistics computed from the expected tables with Equations 1-4. (MH~_~
and SE are used when the computations are not based on the expected tables or when these terms are used
generically.) Note that SE* does not provide a measure of the error associated with the estimation of
MH6-DIF’ Instead, SE* closely approximates the SE that would be obtained using actual samples of the
target sizes. The appropriate formula for the SE of the MH6-DIF estimate can be derived as follows. Let â:1H
be the ET-estimated MH odds ratio based on the target sample sizes Nfl and Nt and MH6-DlF be the corresponding DIF index. Then, based on the results in Equations 3 and 4,

sEET reflects the degree of precision with which the population DIF value is estimated using the ET approach. Because the ET estimate, 1~I~D_D~, usually was based on thousands of cases in this study, was
much smaller than the ordinary SEs that would be obtained for the target sample sizes in question. In this study, the value of was found to be very similar to the value of SE (Equations 3-4)

using all the available data for the item.
Although it produces only a single estimate, the

obtained

ET

approach

can

provide a relatively precise

idea of
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the behavior of MH D-DIF’ A supplementary study comparing the ET method to an estimation procedure
based on multiple replications (as in a typical simulation study) appeared in Zwick, Thayer, &
Wingersky
(1993). The comparison was based on items for which 60,000 responses per population group were available. The ET method was found to give results similar to those of the replication-based approach. For the
items that were studied, the ET estimate (MH6-DIF) was determined to be as precise as an average over 316
replications of the MH D-DIF statistic based on the target sample sizes. Another advantage of the ET approach is that, once the 2 x 2 x K probability tables have been created, DIF results can be generated easily
for any target sample size, facilitating further research.
Results

Comparison of CAT-Based and DIF Analyses
For selected simulation conditions, MH results from the CAT analyses were compared to results of two
nonadaptive DIF analyses. The first was a procedure (T-75) in which all 75 pool items were administered and
simulees were matched on expected true score calculated using the MLE of 0 based on all 75 responses (the
nonadaptive control). That is, instead of the matching variable in Equation 7, the matching variable was
75 A
A

Expected true score based on all 75 items

=

I ~ (875)’

9

j=l

where

( 13)

is the MLE of 9 based on all 75 items. The second approach (NC) was a conventional DIF
in
analysis, which all 75 pool items were administered and simulees were matched on number-correct
score. The results of this comparison are given in Tables 4 and 5.
This analysis included only the simulation conditions that had DIF and were based on R and F sample

875

Table 4
Correlations (Based on 71 Items) for True DIF (ad) and MHII-~l~F Statistics Based
on Three Types of Matching Variables (CAT, T-75, and NC) for Conditions 4, 10,
and 16 (Pool 2), and Conditions 6, 12, and 18 (Pool 3)

Corrected value was greater

than 1.0.
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Table 5
Means and SDs of MH,,,,,, Statistics for Three Matching Variables for
Conditions 4, 10, and 16 (Pool 2) and Conditions 6, 12, and 18 (Pool 3)

sizes of 500-that is, Conditions 4, 6, l0, 12, 16, and 18 (see Table 1). For each of the six conditions, the
correlation matrix was computed for four variables: the three kinds of DIF statistics and the true DIF (ad)
for the item. Each correlation matrix was based on the 71 items that were administered in the C~’Ts.
The CAT-based DIF statistics used in this analysis were computed using the ET method; the two other
statistics (T-75 and NC) were computed based on actual samples of 500 from the R and F groups. Therefore, for most items, the CAT statistics were much more precisely determined. To avoid giving a spuriously inflated impression of the performance of the CAT analyses, correlations that were corrected for
unreliability were computed, using the following formula:

where r, ~, is the corrected correlation between X and Y (in this case, DIF statistics), rXY is the Pearson correlations
between X and Y, and r,, and r yy are the reliabilities of X and Y.
correlation can exceed 1.) Reliability was estimated as

(If reliability is underestimated, the corrected

where J is the number of items. The numerator represents error variance, and the denominator represents
total variance. [For the CAT DIF statistics, the
values were the squares of the SE ET values. The reliability of ad is 1.0 because it is not a statistic.] These corrected correlations provide a more equitable approach
to comparing the CAT, T-75, and NC analyses.
The uncorrected and corrected intercorrelations of the three kinds of MH D-DIF statistics and true DIF
values are given in Table 4 for each of the six conditions. The median across conditions also is given,
Table 4 shows that the CAT, T-75, and NC analyses produced results that were highly correlated with each
other and with the true DIF values.
In particular, the results of the two analyses based on all 75 item responses (T-75 and NC) had near perfect
correlations. (The similarity between these approaches may be substantially less for shorter tests.) The me-

SE’(.)
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dian corrected correlation with true DIF was approximately the same for the CAT, T-75, and NC analyses,
which is somewhat surprising because the CAT DIF approach used 0 estimates based on only 25 itetii responses.
A supplementary analysis based on a subset of the 18 simulation conditions showed that the ET method
provided similar correlation results for the CAT-based DIP statistics as did an analysis based on actual samples
of the target sizes. For example, for Condition 6, MH results based on actual samples of 500 per group were
compared to the ET results. Based on the samples of 500, the uncorrected correlations of the CAT I~tHD_~IF
statistics with 1~~~,_DIF values from the T-75 and NC procedures were .88 and .87, respcctivcly-thc same as
for the ET-based CAT statistics. Based on the samples of 500, thc uncorrected correlation of the CAT MHo-DlF
statistics with true DIF was .92, compared to .95 for the ET method.
Table 5 shows the mean and SD of the 1~~&dquo;_&dquo;IF values for the CAT, T-75, and NC analyses across the 711
items given in the CAT. Results are shown for each simulation condition, along with the medians over the
six simulation conditions. The mean across 71 items of the and values was .007 in Conditions 4, and 16
(Pool 2) and -.001 in Conditions 6, and 18 (Pool 3). The SDs were .288 and .293 for Pools 2 and 3,
respectively. Because mt-tv_DIF is approximately equal to 3a~, MH,_DIF would be expected to have a mean of
approximately 0.0 and a. SD of approximately .90.
In DIF atialyscs in which all examinees take all items and the matching variable is number-correct score,
the average MHD-DIF is constrained to be approximately 0.0 across items, producing a negative covariance
among the DIF statistics within a test. This constraint on the MH,_DIF was not present in the CAT and T-75
analyscs. ln these types of DIF analysis, the nature of the covariance across DIF statistics within a test is
unknown.
The issue of co«at°ianccs across DIF statistics is relevant to Table 5 for two reasons. First, because of the
constraint on the mean of the NC-based statistics, it was not clear which across-item NC mean was the
most useful for comparison to other analyses-the one based on only the 71 items given in the CAT or the
mean over 75 items. Both these means and the corresponding SDs are, therefore, included in Table 5.
Second, the nonzero covariances for the NC-based statistics and possibly for the other DIF statistics made
it difficult to estimate the SEs of the means in Table 5. If the MH,,_DIF statistics were independent across
items, the SEs of the average MHp_pjp statistics in Table 5 would be approximately .009 for the CAT analysis and .049 for the two nonadaptive analyses (obtained by dividing the average item-level SE by the
square root of the number of items). Judged in this light, the means for the nonadaptive procedures were
quite close to 0.0, but the means for the CAT procedure were slightly inflated. All six means for the CATbased procedure were greater than 0.0 and the means were larger for the Pool 3 conditions (.02, .03, .05)
than for the Pool 2 conditions (0.00, .02, .01 ).
However, these values for the SE of the mean are only approximate. Because of the negative covariances
among NC ~~n_~~F statistics within a test, the value of .049 is an overestimate of the SE of the mean for the
NC analyses. Presumably, this overestimation holds for the T-75 approach, which produced results nearly
identical to the ~1C analyses. For the CAT DIF statistics, the value computed under independence may either
underestimate or overestimate the SE. In any case, the practical implications of an inflation of .Olto .05 in
the ~Ftv_vIF statistic are small in that a difference this size is unlikely to have much effect on decisions about
the item. It would be possible, of course, to rescale the statistics so that they would be centered on 0.0 for a
particular collection of items.
The SEs of wtl~~,_~~~; also were compared across the three matching variables. For the T-75 and Nc analyses,
the average values of SE(MHp_~p) within each condition were approximately .40, whereas the CAT-based MH* D-DIF
statistics tended to have SEs of approximately .35. One hypothesis for this discrepancy is that the smaller SES
for the CAT DIF analysis were related to the use of the ET estimation method. The supplementary study of the
ET method did show small differences due to estimation method. The ET method produced SE estimates (SE*)
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that were, on the average, .02 less than the empirical SD of ~HD_D,F across replications. The ordinary estimation
method produced SEs that were, on the average, .01 greater than the empirical SD. Based on a follow-up study,
it appears that the smaller SEs in CAT-based DIF analysis resulted primarily from the restriction of the analysis
to examinees in a smaller 0 range, rather than from the use of the ET method (Zwick, Thayer, & Wingersky,

1994).

*

Statistics for Combinations of ~~

~~~ b~

The average CAT DIF statistics for various configurations of item parameters and simulation factors
examined. To determine the best way to summarize the results, a series of analyses of variance
(ANOVAS) was conducted in which the observations were the DIF statistics and the independent variables
were sample size condition, F group distribution, item difficulty level, item discrimination, item DIF
level, and item position. Pool 1 was analyzed separately9 Pools 2 and 3 were analyzed both separately
and in combination (with pool as an additional independent variable). The statistics were analyzed under several different assumptions concerning interactions among the independent variables
and several different numbers of levels of item difficulty, item position, and DIF.
Results were quite consistent across the analysis models. In Pool 1, only the item difficulty effect was
significant at an a of .01; it explained less than 3% of the variance in the MH6-DlF statistics. (As in all
exploratory analyses, significance testing can be viewed here only as a rough tool for ranking the size
of effects.) In Pools 2 and 3, the level of DIF explained approximately 85% of the variance. Most
analyses of Pools 2 and 3 showed very but statistically significant effects of item difficulty level,
and of the item difficulty x DIF level and item discrimination, x DIF level interactions. These results are
consistent with those of Donoghue et a1. (1993). Sample size had no effect. (Because the results for the
two sample size conditions were generated from the same set of expected tables, they were highly
correlated. The main value of generating results for two sample size conditions was that it allowed the
examination of the behavior of the SEs of the DIF statistics, discussed Item position and pool
never yielded statistically significant main effects, but these factors sometimes showed very small interactions with item difficulty and discrimination.
The effects of ~’ group distribution and its interactions with other variables were minimal. In Pool 1,
the average values of I~t-tD_~n wcrc o~°dcrcd in the same way as the F groups, but the differences across
groups were small: The averages were-.008, .003, and .O1 for analyses involving the N(-1,1), N(0,1),
and 1~T(.5, l) focal groups, The same ordering was evident for the no-DIF items in Pools 2
and 3. For items that did have DIF, the values of I~~v_mF tended to be closer to 0.0 for analyses involving
the hT(-l,1 ), focal group than for analyses bascd on the other two focal groups; but, again, the effect
was very small.
In general, these findings are fairly consistent with previous studies. For example, the simulation study
of Shealy & Stout (1993) showed that the difference in location between reference and focal groups had
little effect on the power and Type I error rate of the I~H ~’ statistic, although location differences did have
a small effect on the values of in the non-null case.
Based on the ANOVA findings, MH~p means were examined for every combination of ad and bR. The
average MH6-DlF for Pool 1, where and 0, was 0.0 for all values of hR, The average MH6-DIF statistics are given
in Table 6 for Pools 2 and 3 for the N~ 500, ,~JF = 500 condition. As noted, results were nearly
identical for the two sample size conditions. The average SE of the csti~°natc9 sF~~, is provided as well. The
average value of is the maximum value that the SE of the mean could take (i.e., the value that
would occur if all items had intercorrelations of 1.0) and therefore is an overestimate of the SE of the
mean. Because results were averaged over the three F group distributions, a single item within a pool
generated three values.
were

_

=
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Table 6, continued

Average MH* D-,IF Average SE,,(MH* D-DIF ), and the Number of Items Over Which the Averages
Were Computed for Each Combination of ad and for N, 500 and NF 500 for Pools 2 and 3
=

’The average

=

SEEiMH6-DIF) was large because of the sparsity of data for one item.

Table 6 shows that the average value of MH~-DIF was typically about 3.3 times the value of ad in Pool
3. In Pool 2, for a fixed value of crd, the average MH D. * D usually
decreased in absolute value as bR increased. For example, for and -.35 , the average MH~-DIF was
-1.3 for bR = -1.95, -1.2 for bR = 0.0, and -.7 for bR = 1.95. This phenomenon, noted by Donoghue et
al. (1993), occurs in simulations in which the guessing parameter c is constrained to be the same in the
reference and focal groups. The more difficult the item, the closer the probability of correct response is
to the guessing value, and the more difficult the groups are to differentiate. Superimposed on this
phenomenon, Pool 3 (Table 6) included a correlation between the bR and DIF parameters. Easier items
in Pool 3 were more likely to have negative DIF than more difficult items. The relation between MI~D_p~
and bR for fixed ad was not as evident in Pool 3 as it was in Pool 2. Also, the average MH* , for the noDIF items were not as close to 0.0 as they were in Pools 1 and 2. For d 0, the average I~HD_D~ decreased
from .3 to -.5 as bR increased from -1.95 to 1.95.
The values of SE* (not shown) varied little across pools, DIF levels, bR, or a. The primary determinant of SE* was sample size. For the I~IR 500, NF 500 conditions, SE* ranged from approximately .3
to .4; for the IVF 900, INF = 100 conditions, the range was from approximately .5 to .7. Using the
estimated value of the SE for a particular pair of sample sizes (e.g., NR,, 1VF,) as a baseline, the SE of
MH D-DIF for another sample size pair NR2’ NF2) can be predicted accurately using the ratio of the
harmonic means of the sample size pairs (Zwick et al., 1994). More specifically, SE(NR2’ NF2) can be
well predicted by multiplying SE(NR., NF.) by

2, and 3 times the value of ad in Pool

=

=

=

=

=
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where

h(~)

denotes the harmonic

mean.

Estimated Percent of &dquo;C&dquo; esults for Combinations of andR

has a system for categorizing the severity of DIF based on MH results. According to this classification
scheme, a &dquo;C&dquo; categorization, which represents large DIF, requires that the absolute value of MHo-DIF be at least
1.5 and be significantly greater than 1 (at ~ =.05). A &dquo;B&dquo; categorization, which indicates moderate DIF, requires that MHo-DIF be significantly different from 0.0 (at a =.05) and that the absolute value of MH D-D~l be at
least 1, but not large enough to satisfy the requirements for a C item. Items that do not meet the requirements
for either the B or the C categories are labeled &dquo;A&dquo; items, which are considered to be free of DIF. Items that fall
in the C category are typically eliminated from tests or subjected to further scrutiny.
Because most of the ET estimates, ~~D_D~ and SE*, were based on at least 10,000 observations, it is
reasonable to assume that they provided precise estimates of the population mean and SD of MHD-DIF for
the relevant configuration of item properties and simulation conditions. This is supported by the supplementary analysis reported in Zwick, Thayer, & Wingersky 1’1 993 ). If it is assumed that MHD-111 statistics
for this configuration follow a normal distribution with this mean and SD, percentiles of the theoretical
distribution of MH D-DIF can be obtained. These percentiles then can be used to estimate the percent of
times such an item would be classified as an A, B, or C item in repeated administrations of the test. This
is an alternative way of providing information about the sampling variation of the MHo-oIF statistic.
Viewing an item’s DIF status as probabilistic, rather than detc~°ministic, may be a fruitful way of evaluating DIF results.
Based on the ETS DIF rules, an algorithm was developed for estimating these percents, to be applied
separately to each item in each condition. The algorithm was tested and found to work well with data
for 15 items from the simulation, using the ET estimates, MHb-oIF and SE*, to approximate the mean and
SD of the MH D-DIF distribution. The algorithm also worked well on data from the simulation study of
Donoghue et al. (1993), using the average over 100 replications of 1~~&dquo;_DIF and SE to estimate the mean
and SD of the MHo-DIF distribution. Details are given in Zwick, Thayer, &
Wingersky (1993).
Because of the complexity of the relation between ad and MHo-DlF in the 3PLM, the determination of
which items are nominally A, B, and C items is not straightforward. Based on the empirical finding that
IVtHp-DIF was approximately equal to 3cad in the conditions investigated in this study, items with cad =±.70
and and ±.52 were considered to be nominal C items, those with czd ±.35 to be nominal B items, and
those with ad ±.26 or ad 0 to be nominal A items. (If, instead, the nominal categorization were based
on the Rasch model finding that t~~D_DIF provides an estimate of 4ad, the only change would be that items
with ad ±.26 would be considered nominal B items.)
For Pool 1, the average expected percents of C results were 0.0 for all values of bR in the NR 900, NF =100
condition; in the I~R 500,7Vp 500 condition, the percents were . .1 for all bR levels except for bK = -1.95,
in which the percent was .2. Table 7 gives the average expected percent of C results for each combination of
ad and bR for Pools 2 and 3. Like Table 6, Table 7 is averaged over the three focal group distributions.
Table 7 shows that with samples of 500 in each group, Pool 2 items with and ±.70 would nearly always
be identified as C items. Those with and ±.52 would be expected to be so labeled at least three quarters of
the time. As anticipated, the power to detect extreme DIF items was substantially smaller for the
NR 900, tl~F = 100 sample size condition. Table 7 shows that detection rates for the nominal C items in
Pool 3 were smaller than in Pool 2.
ETS

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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Table 7, continued
Average Expected Percent of C for rlR 900, A~ 100 (AEP),
Average Expected Percent for A~ 500, NF 500 (AEP500), and
=

=

=

-

-

---

=

Number of Items for Each Combination of ad and for Pools 2 and 3

Summarizing results for the NR 500, NF 500 condition across Pools 2 and 3 (and across the possible definitions of the nominal categories), it would be expected that the nominal A items would be
declared C items approximately 1 °/&reg; of the time using the investigated DIF procedures, the nominal B
items would be identified as C items approximately 10% of the time, and the nominal C items would be
correctly identified approximately 76% of the time. For the N,, = 900, ~lF = 100 conditions, the corresponding percents were 1 °/&reg;, 7%, and 46% for the nominal A, B, and C items, respectively.
=

=

Discussion and Conclusions

The findings, in general, appear to be useful for testing programs that wish to establish DIF screening
procedures for adaptively administered items. The CAT-based DIF statistics were found to be highly correlated with true DIF and with DIF measures based on nonadaptive administration. The mean DIF statistics
for each pool were close to their nominal value of 0.0, although the CAT-based statistics showed a slight
inflation, particularly for Pool 3, in which DIF and difficulty were positively correlated. Further analyses
demonstrated that the modified DIF procedures would lead to reasonably accurate classification of items
into three categories of DIF severity that are used by some testing programs in assembling forms. The
detection rate for nominal C items was somewhat lower in Pool 3 than in Pool 2.
It is difficult to evaluate the importance of the finding that DIF statistics behaved somewhat better in
Pool 2 than in Pool 3. Pool 3 was created because of the finding that DIF estimates are sometimes positively correlated with item difficulty estimates. This does not imply that the appropriate data-generating
model is one in which the true (and ordinarily unknown) DIF and difficulty parameters are correlated.
Thus, there is no compelling evidence for determining which of these pools is more realistic.
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The factors that affected the size of the DIF estimates, in general, were the size of the true DIF, the item
difficulty, and the interactions of true DIF with item difficulty and item discrimination. Focal group distribution, item position, and sample size had almost no effect. None of the results suggested that cA’robased DIF
statistics differ in any substantial or consistent way from DIF statistics based on nonadaptive administration.
A finding that was useful, although not directly relevant to CATS, was that in nonadaptive administration
of 75 items to 500 reference and 500 focal group examinees, matching on the expected true score based on
the MLE of 0 led to essentially the same results as matching on number-correct score. The use of matching
variables based on item response theory in DIF analyses of both adaptive and nonadaptive tests is supported
by the high correlations of the resulting DIF indexes with true DIF.
There are many questions that this study did not address. For example, the problem of insufficient item
data, which may arise when conducting DIF analyses of adaptive tests (Miller, 1992), was not investigated.
The effect of using alternative procedures, such as Bayesian methods, for estimating Os or item parameters
was not examined. CAT algorithms that include item format and content constraints were not evaluated, nor
were complex starting algorithms intended to control the exposure of items. Methods for refining the DIF
criterion by deleting DIF items and repeating the analysis were not considered. These are all fruitful areas for
future research.
~
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